CASE STUDIES

ÜBER
STRATEGIST

PUBLICITY.
Delivering High-Impact PROMOTION.
Leveraging Stellar Relationships for High-Value PARTNERSHIPS.
Producing Brand-Enhancing

WHO
ÜBERSTRATEGIST?

ÜBER
STRATEGIST

is

Founded in 2014, ÜberStrategist is a Raleigh-based agency that focuses on publicity, promotion,
and partnerships. Our US, Canada, and Europe-based team jointly possesses decades of success in publishing, sales,
executive leadership, journalism, and influencer engagement. Most importantly, we also hold extensive expertise in PR
and community outreach for games, entertainment, and technology. ÜberStrategist was recognized as part of the Inc
5000 in 2022, celebrating the 5,000 fastest-growing privately owned companies in America.
Members of our team have previously worked on projects including PUBG, Elite Dangerous, Runescape, Sacred 2,
Halo, SSX, the Tropico series, The Witcher III, Sniper Ghost Warrior 3, Batman Arkham Series, the Borderlands Series,
XCOM, and helped publish hundreds of games, from AAA to indie, on all major platforms. We’ve also successfully
represented esports, VR/AR, blockchain, cloud gaming, tabletop games, and comic book-related projects.
ÜberStrategist is a proudly veteran-owned and operated company that believes in giving back.
A portion of our proceeds funds our support of nonprofits and charitable causes.
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LONG-TERM PR AND INFLUENCER SUPPORT FOR LEADING INDIE PUBLISHER

ASSEMBLE ENTERTAINMENT
Multi-award-winning German publisher Assemble Entertainment hired us for a turn-key
PAX West activation and launch campaign for a new Leisure Suit Larry installment. Since
then, Assemble has steadily expanded our scope, trusting us as their PR and influencer
agency for the Americas and select territories in Asia, Oceania, and Western Europe.
In addition to guiding PR strategy, we’ve collaboratively drafted and distributed
announcements, pitched exclusives, placed features, and supported nearly a dozen very
successful game launches, including full (p)review cycles. We’ve also provided business
development and facilitated their physical and virtual event participation.
Leading gaming outlets PC Gamer, Windows Central, IGN (multi-region), GamesRadar+,
Vandal, TechTudo, Android Police, 4Gamer Japan, Jeux Video, Nintendo Life, Screen
Rant, Playground, Pocket Gamer, and Rock, Paper, Shotgun have covered Assemble.

2
 ,200+ articles and pieces of streamed content
1
 .1 billion eyeballs saw our roguelite zombie survival Deadly Days
launch campaign
 ur Lovecraft-inspired The Innsmouth Case launch campaign reached
O
over 184 million

“ Endzone: A World Apart has

the potential to be the best
apocalypse simulator ever. ”
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UNVEILING NEW ATARI 2600 CARTRIDGES 28 YEARS AFTER ORIGINAL PRODUCTION

ATARI XP
During 2021’s holiday season, Atari approached us to publicize the
announcement of its new Atari XP division, a group dedicated to bringing
back rare and limited-release classic games in the authentic Atari
2600 cartridge format. Our approach began with targeting media who
consider themselves life-long Atari fans and retro gaming enthusiasts.
Our messaging strategy focused on leveraging Atari’s retro game
preservation brand authority and appealing to collectors and enthusiasts.
We worked with CNET to break the news of the first three-title collection
in special edition bundles, and secured multiple exclusives on Forbes,
CBR, and PCMag.

S
 ecured 85+ pieces of coverage
Reached a global audience of roughly 8 billion
N
 ews appeared on notable top-tier outlets MSN, Yahoo! Games,
Destructoid, MXDWN, Hobby Consolas, Gamepur, PC Welt, and
Bleeding Cool

“ Video game publisher Atari

announced Atari XP, a new
initiative that will see rare and
never-released games finally
make it into the hands of fans.”
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GENRE-DEFINING ACTION ROLEPLAYING GAME MAKES A COMEBACK

BLADE OF DARKNESS
Publisher SNEG enlisted our services in August 2021 to bring awareness to its
remastered version of Blade of Darkness — a cult classic action roleplaying game
(ARPG) known for its innovative physics-based combat and dark, gothic setting. In a
three-month campaign, we brought the title from unveiling to launch, leveraging the
game’s cult status for mid-campaign outreach, generating more than 400 million
potential impressions, and coverage on more than 20 top-tier publications.

“ Blade of Darkness‘ legacy can be
Secured over 70 pieces of coverage
Reached an audience in excess of 426 million
 ver 20 top-tier outlets including MeriStation, IGN,
O
Kotaku, and Eurogamer

seen in a wide variety of modern
games... with its dark fantasy setting
and challenging gameplay helping to
shape the template for such titles. ”
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WINDOWS PC RETRO GAME REMASTER

BLOOD: FRESH SUPPLY
Originally released in 1997, Blood is an iconic first-person shooter
(FPS) created with the same engine that fueled Duke Nukem 3D.
Nightdive Studios, which specializes in restoring and enhancing
video game classics for modern PCs, approached us for global
launch PR for their fully updated 4K-compatible version of the
classic. We secured a PC Gamer exclusive, broadly placed new
screenshots, and executed a quick review cycle. Despite Blood:
Fresh Supply being an updated 23-year-old game at its core, we
secured over 185 pieces of strongly positive coverage, including
22 reviews with an 84% average score.

1
 85 overwhelmingly positive pieces of coverage
Reached a global audience in excess of 453 million
N
 otable top-tier coverage from 4Players, Bleeding Cool,
Bloody Disgusting, Destructoid, Eurogamer, Gematsu,
JeuxVideo, Vandal, and Rock, Paper, Shotgun

“ Fresh Supply is a fantastic

way to dive into a game that
exemplifies what made the
classic FPS era so fun.”
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REVIVAL OF A BELOVED CLASSIC SERIES IN THE ACTION-HORROR GENRE

BLOODRAYNE 1 & 2: TERMINAL CUT
The BloodRayne series was originally released over a decade ago to critical
and commercial acclaim, and recently, Ziggurat Interactive, a publisher of
retro- and modern videogames, relaunched the series for modern PCs and
consoles. Our unveiling of the game’s re-launch, along with asset releases
and additional announcements of the game’s launch on various platforms,
engaged both media and consumers, and the game was featured on toptier outlets including IGN, GamesRadar+, GamInformer, Shacknews, and
Bloody Disgusting.

S
 ecured over 230 pieces of coverage
Reached an audience in excess of nearly 13 billion readers
 overage was featured multiple top-tier outlets including
C
IGN,GamesRadar+, Shacknews, Bloody Disgusting,
Bleeding Cool, and more

“ BloodRayne: Terminal Cut is worth

it for anyone who enjoys silly
vampire action. ”
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OFFICIAL PR AGENCY OF THE BRAZILIAN VIDEO GAME INDUSTRY

BRAZIL GAMES

Brazil Games, the Brazilian Games Export Program, is a government-funded
initiative to promote global awareness of Brazil’s thriving video game industry and
its 150+ member development studios. While in-person trade show attendance
was an initial core focus of our planned strategy, the Covid-19 pandemic required
us to pivot to virtual events, improvised developer one-on-ones, and securing
feature stories about the Brazilian games industry.
We also helped to promote, plan, and coordinate editor attendance at the first
digital edition of Brazil’s Independent Game (BIG) Festival (normally held as a
physical event). Supporting BIG, we secured over 160 pieces of global coverage,
as well as 33 interviews with the executive team and studios.

Secured 400+ pieces of global coverage
Reached more than 24 Billion readers, viewers, and listeners
 ver 100 Top-Tier Outlets, including IGN, GameSpot, PC Gamer,
O
VentureBeat, The Hollywood Reporter, The Gamer, Shacknews,
GamesDaily, SPIN Magazine, JeuxVideo, Push Square, and
4Players covered BIG Digital, Brazil Games, and Brazil-based
member studios.

“ Brazil leads the Latin American

video game market and is the
11th top country overall for games
revenue… with 13.5% year-overyear growth in revenue in 2020,
higher than the U.S.”
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NARRATIVE-DRIVEN STRATEGY GAME FOR PC AND SWITCH

BROKEN LINES

For the launch of their story-driven alternate-history tactical RPG, Broken
Lines, newly-formed publisher Super.com engaged us for a comprehensive
North American PR campaign. Our challenge was to showcase the game’s
unique narrative while securing significant coverage for a relatively unknown
developer and publisher.
To reinforce the game’s unique storyline about warfare’s affect on soldiers, we
developed messaging and worked with the publisher to ensure all outreach and
assets showcased this. Along with an extensive multi-month PR campaign, we
supported Super.com with a turn-key staffed hospitality suite at PAX East 2020
and designed and sourced memorable on-brand editor and show attendee gifts.
We earned over 40 positive reviews and more than 130 news stories, which
engaged an estimated audience of 750 million.

Secured over 130 news stories and 40 positive reviews
Reached an audience of roughly 750 million
 reviews, reviews, trailers, and news stories appeared
P
on top-tier publications including IGN, PC Gamer,
Shacknews, Venture Beat, and Forbes

“ ...a game that had the core

combat of Frozen Synapse, the
accessibility and customization
of XCOM, and the storytelling and
atmosphere of Banner Saga...”
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MULTI-AWARD-WINNING SURVIVAL CITY-BUILDER LAUNCH CAMPAIGN

ENDZONE – A WORLD APART

German publisher Assemble Entertainment activated our team to promote
the Early Access launch of its post-apocalyptic survival-sim Endzone –
A World Apart. We’ve since worked collaboratively with Assemble and
developer Gentlymad to bolster awareness of the title during its pre-launch
phase, with primary support in North and South America, Asia, Oceania, and
select Western European territories. During Early Access, we secured over
2.6 billion in potential readership across news stories, first-look previews,
and interviews. For the game’s 2021 launch, we secured significant media
coverage, with a reach of more than 1.1 billion potential readers.

 eached a potential global audience in excess of 3.7
R
billion
 overage featured on PC Gamer, Windows Central,
C
PCGamesN, and others
 ecured 440+ pieces of coverage from announcement
S
to post-commercial launch

“ In a crop of games that may as

well be clones, Endzone has
something that sets it apart.”
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ANNOUNCEMENT CAMPAIGN FOR INDIE SOCIAL DEDUCTION MEETS RPG

EVILLE

Developer VestGames approached us to announce and promote their upcoming
social deduction-meets-role-playing-game — Eville — in order to generate media
coverage as they searched for a publisher. We began our campaign by securing an
early-reveal exclusive with Gameinformer, followed by a steady stream of news
beats that made use of the vibrant assets that illustrated the game. Instead of
traditional previews, we coordinated several “Play With the Devs” sessions, inviting
top-tier editors to try their hand at surviving several rounds against each other
and the development team. Over the course of our campaign, we secured news
and positive preview coverage with over 50 top-tier media outlets.

 ecured 107 pieces of global news, feature, and
S
preview coverage
Reached a potential audience in excess of 777 million
 otable coverage placed with IGN, ScreenRant,
N
Shacknews, VG24/7, PC Gamer, 4Players, The
Gamer, and more

“ If you’ve mastered Among Us,

Eville may be your next impostor
game challenge.”
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COMMERCIAL FISHING SIMULATOR CONSOLE LAUNCH

FISHING: NORTH ATLANTIC

Developer of fishing simulation games, Misc Games, asked us to amplify publicity
surrounding the PlayStation 4 and Xbox One launch of its commercial fishing
simulation Fishing: North Atlantic. We secured an exclusive breaking news story
with Tier-1 outlet Screen Rant for the initial announcement. Throughout the
campaign, including the launch of a DLC pack, we engaged varied media verticals,
including those that cover outdoor sporting, commercial fishing, Canadian
tourism, and video games. Working alongside a partnered European agency, we
collectively secured an excess of 380 million readers globally.

 ecured 90+ pieces of coverage worldwide, 44 of which
S
were with United States- and United Kingdom- based
“ Players
outlets
1
 7 pieces of top-tier coverage secured with US- and
UK-based outlets
 otable coverage included IGN, PC Gamer, Bleeding
N
Cool, Major Nelson, The Xbox Hub, Gamasutra, and
The Sixth Axis

of fishing simulators
must be happy as a clam recently
with Fishing: North Atlantic… ”
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NINTENDO SWITCH LAUNCH FOR AN ANIME-THEMED CULT CLASSIC

GAL*GUN: DOUBLE PEACE

Released first on PC and console, and having quickly rose to cult-classic status,
Gal*Gun Double Peace is a beloved anime-themed rail shooter. PQube, the UKbased publisher of eccentric indie games, approached us for North and Latin
American PR support for the game’s Nintendo Switch launch. We kicked off our
campaign by announcing the launch date and prioritizing embargoed review
placement, ensuring a major splash of scored review coverage and media buzz
surrounding the title on launch day. As a result of our outreach efforts, we
secured a Nintendo Switch Metacritic score, as well as two dozen high-value
reviews across top-tier and niche, anime-centric media outlets.
Notable news and scored review coverage was secured with Nintendo Life,
App Trigger, Honey’s Anime, TouchArcade, Digitally Downloaded, Nintendo
Everything, and more.

Secured 24 organic scored reviews, 7 of which on
Metacritic-recognized outlets
Collected 23 pieces of coverage in total
Reached an audience of over 29 million potential readers

“ We love the on-rail gameplay

to be found here and had a
blast with the anime/ecchithemed story! ”
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A MODERN-DAY REMAKE OF ATARI’S 1982 HIDDEN GEM

GRAVITAR: RECHARGED
Having first launched to popular acclaim from consumers in
1982, followed by cult-classic success years later, Gravitar
is widely regarded as one of Atari’s most challenging titles
and a true hidden gem from the golden era of gaming. For
the launch of Gravitar: Recharged, we leveraged the game’s
fabled history to emphasize the remake’s updated gameplay,
optimized controls, and new visual style. We kicked off our
campaign with a coordinated exclusive on IGN, followed by
a mix of news, features, and reviews on core gaming outlets
including Screen Rant, Playground, Eurogamer, Bleeding
Cool, and others.

“ Atari is continuing its endeavor to revitalize a

Secured 97 pieces of global coverage
Reached a potential audience in excess of 446 million
 dditional notable coverage secured on Xbox Dynasty,
A
Nintenderos, Nintendo Everything, Screen Rant,
Sector, Nintendo Life, PlayStation Trophies, and Sector

number of its arcade classics, this time with the
reimagining of space exploration game Gravitar
in Gravitar: Recharged. ”
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BREAKOUT ATTENDANCE FOR TACTICAL-HORROR GAME LAUNCH EVENT

GTFO

Developer 10 Chambers enlisted UberStrategist’s services to bring a fresh perspective to the
ongoing PR campaign for its tactical multiplayer horror game GTFO, which was in its final year
on Steam Early Access. We were tasked with PR support in the Americas and United Kingdom,
where we promoted multiple game expansions — each preceded by hands-on media previews.
We leveraged assets for subsequent outreach which played off of the game’s horror narrative,
with several pieces of copy stylistically written to match the game’s lore. This creative approach
greatly paid off when inviting media to attend GTFO’s launch event in San Francisco. Despite
being faced with pandemic-related anxieties surrounding in-person events, we filled every
available slot with top-tier press outlets — a feat thought to be impossible by other agencies.

Secured launch event attendance by Screenrant, Bleeding
Cool, Game Rant, Fangoria, and MP1st.com
 Positive reviews obtained by Tier 1 publications IGN, NME,
1
Game Informer, WCCF Tech, The Escapist, Edge Magazine,
Tecmundo, Tech Raptor, 3D Juegos, and The Gamer
 laced an exclusive launch developer interview with gaming
P
network G4TV

“ It’s clever, creepy, and already
surprisingly polished, and I
can’t wait to see where it goes
from here. ”
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INTRODUCING HUMBLE BUNDLE AS PUBLISHER AND LAUNCHING INITIAL TITLE SLATE

HUMBLE BUNDLE
Humble Bundle enlisted ÜberStrategist’s services to promote its initial five
titles under its new publishing arm — A Hat in Time, No Truce with the Furies
(renamed to Disco Elysium), Aegis Defenders, Staxel, and Keyboard Sports.
We worked collaboratively with each game’s developers to formulate outreach
strategies per title, which included full preview or review cycles for several
games. We also coordinated 100+ combined press and influencer appointments
at Gamescom and PAX West. The campaign culminated in promoting a staggered
multiplatform launch for Gears for Breakfast’s platformer, A Hat in Time.
Despite an immensely difficult year-end indie launch window, we secured over
260 pieces of preview and review-based coverage for that title.

Secured 158+ pieces of coverage from Humble Bundle Publishing
showcase at Gamescom and PAX West reaching roughly 56.3 Million
 btained 260+ pieces of preview and review coverage for A Hat in
O
Time, reaching an audience of more than 366 million
 otable coverage included IGN, Gamespot, Game Informer, Polygon,
N
MetroUK, Eurogamer, JeuxVideo, Jim Sterling, Playstation Lifestyle,
and Rock Paper Shotgun

“ Humble Bundle launches multi-

platform publishing and funding
program ”
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A MURDER-MYSTERY FMV GAME WITH A TWIST

JESSIKA
Assemble Entertainment enlisted our help to raise awareness around its Full-Motion
Video (FMV) game — Jessika. The murder-mystery game places players in the role of a
detective tasked with reviewing dozens of vlog tapes from the deceased lead character
to piece together what happened that led to her untimely demise. Jessika holds a deep
mystery and a shocking twist, which enabled us to develop a compelling PR campaign
inviting press to play the game and discover for themselves what (if anything) actually
happened to the titular Jessika. Our PR campaign consisted of an unveil announcement,
where we secured an exclusive reveal with PC Gamer. We supported the game through
launch and its full review cycle, frequently engaging with press via “Featurettes” that
revealed more and more about the game’s plot and puzzling protagonist.

 eached an audience of over 102 million across North
R
America and the UK
Over 75 pieces of coverage from news, reviews, and feature
stories
Achieved notable coverage from PC Gamer, Screen
Rant, TheGamer, Shacknews, OnRPG, The Nerd Stash,
GameSpew, and many others

“ Using only your laptop, you’ll

dive into her online life to follow
trails of keywords, uncover
clues, and piece together
the truth of Jessika’s life and
untimely death. ”
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REBOOT AND WESTERN TERRITORY LAUNCH OF HIGHLY-ANTICIPATED ASIAN MMO FRANCHISE

KINGDOM UNDER FIRE II
Gameforge, a publisher of popular online games, acquired the Western PC rights
to the highly anticipated next chapter in the Kingdom Under Fire franchise. As
the game has been in development for over a decade, we were challenged with its
re-introduction to Western audiences and a subsequent launch.
We secured more than 254 top-tier pieces of coverage, including numerous
exclusives, custom features, interviews, previews, and scored reviews. In tandem
with Gameforge, we also brought over 50 global editors and influencers to a
launch event as part of a real-world medieval castle experience in Germany. The
event generated hundreds of hands-on articles, developer interviews, and firstlook gameplay videos.

S
 ecured 576 pieces of coverage
Reached an audience in excess of 1.2 Billion
Over 254 top-tier outlet coverage, including IGN, PC Gamer,
WCCF Tech, VG24/7, Tom’s Hardware, Eurogamer, and
JeuxVideo covered Kingdom Under Fire II

“ Even alone, Kingdom Under Fire II

gives me that feeling of epic scale
that any RPG player has wished for
in a fantasy setting.”
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FAN FAVORITE INDIE GAME FROM AWARD-WINNING STUDIO RETURNS

PHANTOM COMPASS
Critically acclaimed Canadian developers Phantom Compass approached up to
support the announcement and ongoing campaign for their upcoming pinballmeets-RPG Rollers of the Realm: Reunion — the successor to their previous
game, the fan-favorite Rollers of the Realm. In addition to securing multiple
early reveal exclusives and asset placements with top-tier media outlets, we
coordinated multiple interviews and guest appearances on livestreams and
podcasts. In lieu of tradeshow attendance, we coordinated an intimate and
exclusive digital preview event, inviting a limited selection of top-tier press to
meet with the executive team to get the first look at the game in progress.

 ecured 189 pieces of global coverage, 45 with topS
tier outlets
Reached a potential audience of over 1.32 billion
N
 otable outlets that covered Rollers of the Realm:
Reunion included: IGN, ScreenRant, Vandal,
PlayGround, 3D Juegos, Shacknews, Gematsu,
Bleeding Cool, and CGMagazine

“ Rollers of the Realm: Reunion

is shaping up to be a worthy
sequel to the breakout 2014
title.”
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A FULL-MOTION VIDEO DATING COACH SIMULATION UNLIKE ANY OTHER

SUPER SEDUCER TRILOGY
Award-winning dating coach and author Richard La Ruina hired us to
promote his new-to-the-market dating coach simulation Full-Motion Video
(FMV) game, Super Seducer. As a result of consistent success with PR and
influencers, we were hired to work on the subsequent trilogy, each with its
own unique themes and levels pertaining to dating culture’s “dos and don’ts.”
Through press releases and media alerts focusing on aspects of each game,
interviews with Richard and the female-led film crew, and review coverage
for each title, we were able to accurately and tastefully communicate Super
Seducer to press and influencers, as well as tactfully handle any publicity
crisis situations that arose surrounding the perception of the game.

 ecured over 225 pieces of coverage ranging from news,
S
interviews, review coverage, and feature stories
Reached a global audience in excess of 1.1 billion
N
 otable coverage placed with IGN, PCGamer, Forbes, Polygon,
Kotaku, Playground, VICE, PCGamesN, Cinema Blend,
Multiplayer.it, The Verge, Kinda Funny, and Newsweek

“ ...the idea behind the

helpful stuff is pretty
sound advice if you’re
in need of that kind of
direction.”
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UP AND COMING PUBLISHER LAUNCHES A LOVECRAFTIAN DATING SIMULATOR

SUCKER FOR LOVE: FIRST DATE

Indie game publisher DreadXP approached us to promote their upcoming Lovecraftian
dating simulator game — Sucker for Love: First Date — for Windows PC. We managed
global PR outreach for the title, working closely with DreadXP to find the game’s unique
voice. This allowed us to speak to the game’s strengths and reach the ideal target audiences,
comprising anime, horror, and absurdist humor fans. We also gave DreadXP guidance on
best launch practices across the publisher’s various channels, leveraging our combined
industry experience working with major publishers. As a result of our outreach efforts,
Sucker for Love: First Date was a massive success, scoring multiple tier 1 outlet reviews
and numerous videos / streams from top influencers.
Notable news and scored review coverage was secured with Screenrant, IGN Japan, PC
Gamer, ComicBook, Automaton, The Gamer, PCGamesN, NME, GameSpark, and more.

Influencer coverage obtained from Markiplier,
Manlybadasshero, and Yippee Ki Yay Mr Falcon
 ositive reviews obtained by Tier 1 publications Bloody
P
Disgusting, Destructoid, Games Radar, Kotaku, Rock
Paper Shotgun, and Tech Raptor
Reached an audience of over 3.9 billion potential readers

“ DreadXP Is About To Be The
Biggest Name In Horror ”
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WESTERN PUBLISHER OF MMORPGS BRINGS BELOVED CHINESE AAA TITLE TO THE WEST

SWORDS OF LEGENDS ONLINE
Having recently acquired the publishing rights to one of China’s most
popular MMORPG titles, Swords of Legends Online, publisher Gameforge
sought our help to introduce the visually stunning game to a Western
audience. Out of the gate, we secured exclusive announcement reveals with
IGN and PC Gamer, resulting in over 80 articles published announcing
the game. In coordination with Gameforge, we placed reveal exclusives
for the many stunning assets, coordinated positive previews and reviews,
new stories, and giveaways with top-tier outlets, who produced close to 300
pieces of coverage alone. Over the course of the campaign, more than 1
billion readers followed the over 500 articles covering SOLO.

Secured 576 pieces of coverage across the Americas and
Western Europe
Reached a potential audience in excess of 1 billion readers
N
 otable global outlets that covered SOLO included IGN, PC
Gamer, WCCFTech, Areajugones, MMORPG, Multiplayer,
The Gamer, Techmundo, JeuxOnline, and ActuGaming

“ [A] stunningly beautiful world.”
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HOLLYWOOD AND GAMING TALENTS LAUNCH AN ORIGINAL TITLE

THE ATLAS MYSTERY
Developer Top Right Corner, in partnership with Hollywood creative executive Eric
Kleifield, engaged UberStrategist to support the global launch of their original VR
thriller, The Atlas Mystery, for PC and Meta Quest. With a short two-week window
from the start of our engagement to launch, we devised a combined press and
influencer strategy that centered messaging around the game’s creators as much
as the game itself. The talents behind The Atlas Mystery hailed from both the
film and gaming industries, so we leveraged their past works to support various
pitches within gaming and entertainment vertices — from breaking news stories to
podcast interviews. We additionally placed the game into the hands (and eyes) of VR
evangelists and genre fans in the gaming press and influencer space, ensuring that
the title paired well with all those who it was pitched to.

Secured an exclusive release date announcement with
Screenrant and interviews with podcasts Meteor Station
and Ruff Talk VR
Launch trailer reposted by Screenrant, Game Trailers, and
IGN
Reached an audience of over 272 million potential readers

“ The setting and particularly

the excellent soundtrack is
worthy of a greater scope...”
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PR OUTREACH FOR A BUS-DRIVING SIMULATOR’S EARLY ACCESS LAUNCH

THE BUS
Simulation-focused publisher Aerosoft approached us in February 2021
to support the Early Access launch of its bus driving simulator, The Bus,
through media outreach and influencer engagement. In a short time, we
were able to formally announce The Bus with an exclusive breaking news
placement on Shacknews, manage a broader launch announcement,
distribute asset-driven outreach, and execute a full preview cycle with
follow-up and organic influencer activations. Over the course of less than
one month, we secured more than 80 pieces of positive coverage, including
impressions-based features on outlets such as Kotaku, Rock Paper
Shotgun, GameSpew, and PC Invasion.

Secured over 100 news stories and 22 positive previews
Reached a potential audience of over 330 million
 reviews, trailers, interviews, and news stories appeared
P
on top-tier publications including PC Gamer, Rebel FM,
4Gamer Japan, Kotaku, Gamersky, Bleeding Cool, Game
Spark, TheGamer, and Happy Mag

“ It is with great excitement that I

prepare to settle in for the next
week playing a game called The
Bus. ”
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EDU-GAMING GETS AN RPG TWIST AND AN IMPRESSIVE DEMO

THE MECHANICAL WORLD OF DR. GEARBOX
STEM.com-accredited independent developer Flamehawk Studios approached us
to promote the demo of their debut edu-gaming title, The Mechanical World of Dr.
Gearbox. Our campaign began by formally announcing the game, along with securing
multiple news exclusives with Screen Rant, Game Rant, and TheGamer. We promoted
the demo as part of Steam Next Fest to press and influencers globally, resulting in
numerous preview streams and a favorable feature from IGN Greece. Along with core
games media, we engaged a variety of gaming, mainstream lifestyle, parenting, and
educational outlets. Our campaign yielded a combined estimated reach of over 412
million, to which the majority of media coverage swayed very positively.

“ Flamehawk Studios’ upcoming
5
 5 pieces of coverage including news, previews, and
features
15 clippings coordinated with top-tier outlets
 otable coverage included IGN, Bleeding Cool, Sector.se,
N
and Eurogamer Italy

game, The Mechanical World of Dr.
Gearbox, looks to breathe new life
into educational gaming. ”
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INDIE PUBLISHER CHALLENGES PLAYERS TO EMBALM AND EXORCIZE THE DEAD

THE MORTUARY ASSISTANT
As part of our engagement with publisher DreadXP, we brought the supernatural horror game, The
Mortuary Assistant, to launch with great success. We first introduced the game as one of several new
DreadXP titles at PAX East 2022, where we secured positive hands-on media coverage. Dedicated
outreach for The Mortuary Assistant utilized creative messaging that framed the audience as the
game’s “protagonist”, personalizing the horror elements — one example being launch outreach themed
after memorial service invitations. We paired this messaging with a highly-targeted list of press and
influencers that we believed the title would most resonate with. As a result, The Mortuary Assistant
enjoyed a widely publicized launch, achieving Top Ten game placement on Twitch.tv and becoming a
Top Seller on Steam. Press, influencers, and consumers expressed measurable excitement for it.

S
 ecured 102 pieces of coverage globally, 60 of
which with top-tier (1M+) outlets for total
estimated impressions exceeding 6.9B
Total Estimated YouTube Views: 70.8M
Additional notable coverage secured on IGN, Screenrant,
TheGamer, GamesRadar+, Polygon, PC Gamer, Kotaku,
PCGamesN, GameSpark, and Bloody Disgusting

“ The Mortuary Assistant has me

sweating embalming fluid, and I keep
coming back. ”
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INDEPENDENT STUDIO EXPANDS AND INNOVATES ACCESSIBILITY IN GAMING

THE VALE: SHADOW OF THE CROWN
After receiving the Ubisoft Indie Series Special Prize, indie developer Falling Squirrel
approached us to help bring their unique, blind-accessible action-adventure game The
Vale: Shadow of the Crown to market. A game developed entirely without visuals, we
were challenged with showcasing The Vale as a unique take on the action-adventure
genre, rather than simply as a passive audio game. We secured an unveiling exclusive
with The Hollywood Reporter and from there, coordinated more than 25 interviews,
podcast guest spots, and stream appearances over the course of the campaign. We
coordinated more than 60 positive previews and reviews, and more than 300 articles
— 101 of them with top-tier outlets.

“ Of all the summer 2020 Xbox
Secured 305 pieces of global news, interview, feature,
preview, and review coverage
Reached a potential audience in excess of 12.8 billion
 otable coverage placed with IGN, GameSpot, Tech Radar,
N
The Verge, CBC, Kotaku, JeuxVideo, Axios, Rock Paper
Shotgun, and more

demos, my favorite is the one
I can’t even see. ”
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A CLASSIC-MEETS-MODERN HARDCORE FANTASY ROGUELIKE

ULTIMATE ADOM - CAVERNS OF CHAOS
Publisher Assemble Entertainment tasked us in December 2020 with
raising awareness for the Early Access launch of its roguelike title Ultimate
ADOM - Caverns of Chaos, from developer Team ADOM. We began by
announcing the Early Access release date to our media in North America,
Latin America, Asia, and Oceania, and followed with frequent updates
detailing new content and features. We coordinated press previews and
organic influencer coverage during the duration of the game’s Early Access
campaign and, ahead of its full release, secured reviews and launch day
news coverage. Our campaign yielded an excess of 392 million readers.

“ The classic-meets-modern
1
 17 pieces of coverage, including news, previews, reviews,
and features
24 clippings coordinated with top-tier outlets
 otable coverage included IGN, PC Invasion, Bleeding Cool,
N
and The Gamer

hardcore roguelike game, Ultimate
ADOM, is available now on PC. ”

ÜBER
STRATEGIST

VIDEOGAMES
MOBILE
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UTILIZING MEDIA ADVERTISING TO REACH MOBILE GAMING AND ANIME ENTHUSIAST AUDIENCES

ALCHEMY STARS ONE-YEAR ANNIVERSARY
Ahead of popular mobile RPG Alchemy Stars’ one-year anniversary
campaign, prominent mobile game developer Tencent’s Level Infinite
label engaged us for a multifaceted public relations and marketing
campaign, a large component of which included media advertising. With
a focus on reaching anime enthusiasts across gaming, television/film,
as well as the core mobile gaming audience. We activated campaigns
across highly desirable outlets such as Anime News Network, Pocket
Tactics, Pocket Gamer, Game Rant, TheGamer, and Android Police.
The executed activations included sponsored articles, advertorials,
homepage advertising takeovers, full site advertising takeovers, mobile
banners, YouTube channel advertising takeovers, sponsored let’s play
videos, newsletter promotion, and two sponsored community giveaways.

16 total activations across selected media vendors
$12.93 average CPM
The campaign yielded over 3,092,000 impressions

ÜBER
STRATEGIST
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RHYTHM-ADVENTURE GAME FEATURING #1 EDM ARTIST

BEAT LEGEND: AVICII

For the launch of Atari’s first mobile rhythm-adventure game, Beat
Legend: AVICII, we pitched not only to core gaming media but also key
lifestyle and major music outlets. We secured an exclusive interview with
EDM.com, highlighting how the game honors leading EDM artist Tim
“Avicii” Bergling’s memory. Variety broke the news of the game’s launch
in a feature story that emphasized the associated initiative to donate
all music royalties to the Tim Bergling Foundation for mental health
awareness and suicide prevention.
Within the first week, we secured over 150 pieces of coverage globally
across lifestyle, music, and gaming media outlets, reaching an estimated
audience of 18 billion.

S
 ecured 152 pieces of coverage
Reached an audience of 18.2 Billion
 ews appeared on notable top-tier outlets
N
Billboard, MSN, Android Police, Your EDM, Pocket
Gamer, Dancing Astronaut, Music Ally, Shacknews,
and many others

“ No one will ever play music quite like

Avicii, but a new video game is giving
fans the opportunity to try...”
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ANIME MEETS MYTHOLOGY IN A TURN-BASED MOBILE RPG

DISLYTE
Renowned Chinese developer Lilith Games sought to increase
visibility for its new turn-based RPG gacha game, Dislyte, ahead of
its launch on mobile platforms. Dislyte gained quick recognition with
relevant media globally following our coordinated exclusives with
GameSpot, Screen Rant, and TheGamer. Our campaign included a
strategic mix of news alerts, feature pitching, and embargoed review
placements, resulting in dozens of stories and guides across core
gaming and enthusiast press including DOT Esports, ClutchPoints,
and GiveMeSport, as well as significant mobile gaming outlets
Pocket Tactics, Android Police, Pocket Gamer, and App Trigger.
As a result of our targeted pitching to anime enthusiast press, we
secured notable features on Crunchyroll and Honey’s Anime.

S
 ecured 271 pieces of coverage globally,
130 of which with top-tier (1M+) outlets
Estimated coverage impressions exceed 2.6 billion in total
 dditional notable coverage secured on RPG Site,
A
GamingOnPhone, Gfinity, Flickering Myth, GohaRu,
App Time, iMore, Touch Arcade, Millennium,
JeuxVideo, and Game Skinny

“ Despite referencing ancient gods of real-world

myth, Dislyte’s world is one of present-day music
and fashion... ”
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POPULAR ARCADE CLASSIC COMES TO ANDROID AND IOS

MISSILE COMMAND: RECHARGED
Released in 1980, Missile Command remains a seminal favorite
among classic arcade games. For the iconic game’s 40th
anniversary, Atari engaged us to promote Missile Command:
Recharged, a reimagined, augmented-reality-infused take
on the classic for iOS and Android devices. We worked with
Polygon to break the news, then executed a preview and review
campaign aimed at mobile, core gaming, and lifestyle editors. We
secured more than 20 reviews for the free-to-play mobile title
with overwhelmingly positive sentiment and paved the way for a
successful follow-up Windows PC and Nintendo Switch version.

Secured 175+ pieces of coverage
Reached a global audience in excess of 1.8 billion
N
 otable Top-Tier Coverage from MSN, IGN, Kotaku,
PCMag, Areajugones, Screen Rant, Comic Book,
Destructoid, Pocket Gamer, Polygon, and GeekTyrant

“ ...a wonderfully brisk arcade

experience and acts as a
template for how other retro
arcade games should pursue a
rebirth on mobile.”

ÜBER
STRATEGIST

TABLETOP RPGS
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MEDIA OUTREACH FOR AN AUGMENTED REALITY VIRTUAL PLAYSPACE FOR TABLETOP RPGS

CARTOGRAPHR
CartographR Technology Inc. hired UberStrategist to help them
promote the Kickstarter launch of their app of the same name. The
CartographR app allows players of tabletop RPGs like Dungeons
and Dragons, Pathfinder, Starfinder, etc. to immerse themselves
in a fully 3D environment via their mobile devices, bringing a new
experience tabletop games. Our outreach to media included outlets
focusing on tabletop games, along with mobile and other gaming
media, offering interviews and news, along with play-sessions with the
development team. While this was a very limited outreach program,
our campaign yielded coverage with over 28 million readers.

C
 overage with Top-Tier outlets including Shacknews,
Bleeding Cool, and GBA Temp
 ore than 28 million potential readers across 16
M
outlets
Stories published on 5 Top-Tier outlets

“ I came away from CartographR

generally impressed with the
concepts of its versatility and
application.”
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CROWDFUNDING CAMPAIGN FOR A BOARDGAME BASED ON TRIPLE-A VIDEOGAME LICENSE

THE ELDER SCROLLS V: SKYRIM THE ADVENTURE GAME
Tabletop adventure wargaming and RPG publisher, Modiphius
Entertainment, tasked our team to help them promote the launch of
The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim The Adventure Game on crowdfunding
platform GameFound. The game is set as a prequel to the story
in the Skryim videogames and is targeted for a summer 2022
release. Our outreach focused on announcing the game’s launch
on GameFound, securing online demonstrations of the game with
media and the Modiphius team, and announcing the project had hit
over one million dollars (US) in funding.

S
 ecured a total of 190 pieces of coverage across
tabletop gaming, general entertainment, and
videogames media
Reached an audience in excess of 8.4 billion readers
 overed by more than 70 top-tier outlets including
C
IGN, PC Gamer, Dicebreaker, Yahoo! Finance,
Gizmodo, Polygon, Games Radar+, and NME

“ The Elder Scrolls 5: Skyrim The

Adventure Game was financed…
in just 30 minutes, achieving the
100,000 pounds they asked for in
just half an hour.”
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MULTIPLE EISNER AWARD-WINNING COMIC PUBLISHER LAUNCHES TABLETOP IMPRINT

CARBON GREY TABLETOP RPG
Renowned indie graphic novel and comics publisher, Magnetic Press,
secured our services to announce the debut of their tabletop RPG
sister company, Magnetic Press Play, and its first official game under
the brand, Carbon Grey, which was launching via a crowdfunding
campaign. Our PR team crafted a month-long outreach program to
bring attention to both items, focusing on games, entertainment,
lifestyle, and tabletop consumer/b2b media. The campaign secured
coverage across a variety of outlets, with over 242 million potential
readers.

S
 ecured a total of 76 pieces of coverage across
tabletop gaming, general entertainment, comics,
comic industry, and videogames media
Reached an audience of 242 million readers
 overed by 20 Tier 1 outlets including Crunchyroll,
C
ComicBook.com, Gaming Trend, Bleeding Cool, and
ICv2

“ Magnetic Press has announced a

new tabletop RPG imprint, which
will publish roleplaying games
based on projects such as Carbon
Grey and Call of Cthulhu.”
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ONGOING PR SUPPORT FOR TABLETOP ROLE-PLAYING GAME CREATOR AND PUBLISHER

MODIPHIUS ENTERTAINMENT
Award-winning tabletop boardgame and role-playing game publisher and
developer, Modiphius Entertainment, hired ÜberStrategist for ongoing media
outreach for their ever-expanding produce lineup, including titles such as
Achtung! Cthulhu 2d20, Dune: Adventures in the Imperium, Star Trek
Adventures, and Fallout 2d20.
For over a year, we’ve provided PR strategy, outreach, and p/review support for
the company, its games, and accessories. Our outreach has expanded their
coverage outside of traditional boardgaming outlets, securing features on
lifestyle, film, horror, and other genre-focused publications.

 ecured more than 750 pieces of coverage across tabletop
S
gaming, general entertainment, and video games media
Reached an audience in excess of 40 billion readers
 overed by more than 70 top-tier outlets including Polygon,
C
IGN, Geek Native, Bell of Lost Souls, Dicebreaker, PC
Gamer, PCGamesN, The Gamer, Kotaku, and Bleeding Cool

“ One of my favorite miniature

games this year has definitely
been The Elder Scrolls:
Call to Arms by Modiphius
Entertainment…”
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VIRTUAL TABLETOP AND VIDEOGAME HYBRID PLATFORM UNVEILING CAMPAIGN

ONE MORE MULTIVERSE
Multiverse, Inc. engaged UberStrategist to plan and execute a PR
campaign for the unveiling of One More Multiverse, a new virtual
tabletop featuring videogame-styled elements, for playing tabletop
roleplaying games online. Our outreach focused on announcing the
product’s upcoming beta, and later, the company’s Series A funding
round. The unveil announcement was launched as a limited-time
exclusive with Tier-1 publication Bleeding Cool, then shared widely,
receiving a total of 13 pieces of coverage, for a potential reach of 31.1
million. We secured a limited exclusive with Forbes for The Series A
announcement, along with newswire distribution to targeted B2B media.

S
 ecured more than 60 pieces of coverage
Reached an audience in excess of 8.7 billion
 overage appeared on over 20 top-tier outlets
C
including Bleeding Cool, Forbes, Dicebreaker, Tom’s
Hardware, Yahoo! Business, GamesIndustry.biz, and
Geek Native

“ This is an amazing find of a game

for people who are looking for
something like RPG Maker but
want to convert it toward a tabletop
setting.”
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BRINGING A LEGENDARY TABLETOP RPG TO NEW MEDIA

VAMPIRE THE MASQUERADE, VERSION 5
Vampire the Masquerade became a benchmark of tabletop
role-playing when it was released in 1991. For its 21st-century
updated edition, dubbed “V5”, creator and publisher White Wolf
Entertainment wanted to make a huge splash in advance of a
number of transmedia projects based on the legendary IP. We
engaged editors at consumer, lifestyle, video game, film, and
tabletop game outlets, to secure top-tier coverage for a Vampire:
The Masquerade documentary, along with several licensed
ancillary products, and the launch of the newest edition of the fanfavorite Vampire pen-and-paper RPG.

P
 laced a behind-the-scenes launch exclusive with
Polygon’s tabletop gaming vertical
 chieved notable coverage from Bleeding Cool, PC
A
Gamer, Bloody Disgusting, Geek & Sundry, Dread
Central, Geek.com, Kotaku, and many others
Reached a global audience in excess of 400 million

“ Vampire: The Masquerade is an

excellent role-playing product, ably
accomplishing its goals of bringing
dark horror to the tabletop.”

ÜBER
STRATEGIST

TRANSMEDIA
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THEMED HOTEL LICENSING PARTNERSHIP

ATARI HOTELS
Our client, the iconic Atari, sought to promote its recently
announced licensing deal to launch themed hotels under the
Atari Hotel brand. In addition to securing over 500 pieces of
global coverage, we worked with Forbes Magazine to place
an exclusive story focused on the reinvention of the classic
brand and its journey from bankruptcy to profitability. The Atari
Hotels announcement underscored the company’s creativity and
contemporary relevance.

Secured 500+ Pieces of Global Coverage
Reached an Audience in Excess of 30 Billion
O
 ver 261 Top-Tier outlets, including CNN,
Entrepreneur, USA Today, Forbes, Fortune,
and The New York Times covered the story

“ Atari is bringing its virtual

experience to life with video
game-themed hotels...”
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DOCUMENTARY FILM ABOUT MIDWAY GAMES

INSERT COIN

Film distributor Cargo Films and Releasing engaged us to build buzz for the
release of their Midway Games documentary, Insert Coin. It follows the game
studio from its humble beginnings as a coin-op arcade darling to its meteoric
rise to billion-dollar publisher, and featured the creators of NBA Jam, the Mortal
Kombat series, and other iconic franchises.
We had one month during the holiday season to build excitement for the film, which
had seen a very limited SXSW-based pre-release earlier in the year. We announced
the digital release, secured numerous interviews with fan-favorite game designers,
and pitched screener review opportunities.
Our outreach earned more than 60 news stories and interviews, engaging an
estimated audience of 11.3 billion.

B
 roke the news of the impending digital release via Shacknews, which
was picked up by 24 other outlets, including GameSpot and IGN
 ecured multiple on-air interviews with Game Informer’s podcast,
S
Shacknews live streams, and a head-to-head streamed gaming session
with Hot 97’s HipHopGamer
 otable top-tier coverage included Game Informer, IGN, GameSpot,
N
Famitsu, and Ars Technica

“ It’s a great opportunity to see

a deep look at one of the most
interesting contributors to modern
arcade and home gaming history.”

ÜBER
STRATEGIST

TECH
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THE FIRST UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER SUPPLY FOR GAMERS

APC BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC

Schneider Electric approached us to assist with a one-year campaign leading up
to the launch of their APC Back-UPS Pro Gaming UPS — the first gamer-specific
uninterruptible power supply. The company previously had a limited presence in
the gaming market, and so our goal was to position the new product as a vital
tool to protect costly hardware investments such as gaming PCs and consoles,
while offering a cool, gamer-centric aesthetic.
We introduced the APC by Schneider Electric brand to gaming press unfamiliar
with them, and to technology press which previously covered their non-gaming
products. Ahead of announcing the Pro Gaming UPS, we leveraged Schneider’s
award-winning reputation as leader in the energy management industry. This
put us in a prime position to announce their new product, followed by use-cases
contextualized in outreach, and manage Schneider’s hands-on review campaign.

S
 ecured 128+ pieces of coverage from announcement to post-launch
Reached an audience of roughly 16.3 Billion
 otable top-tier coverage and review interest from Yahoo! Finance,
N
Business Insider, Windows Central, PC World, Forbes, PC Gamer,
PCMag, and Linus Tech Tips

“ It’s probably the sleekest UPS you
can find in the market right now.”
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ATARI’S FIRST NEW GAMING SYSTEM IN 25+ YEARS: FROM CONCEPT TO RETAIL

ATARI VCS

Legendary games brand Atari enlisted us to support the launch of its first
gaming device in nearly three decades: the Atari VCS, a versatile gaming
and entertainment mini-PC for the living room. Through its crowdfunding
phase, preorder cycle, supply chain challenges, and ultimately a successful
launch, our collaborative PR efforts secured significant industry and nonendemic interest in the Atari VCS, helping it reach critical acclaim from
consumers and media alike.
Through regular B2C outreach and strategically planned B2B publicity
opportunities, crisis communication advice, and support, complemented by
a thorough product review cycle, the Atari VCS enjoyed a successful North
American launch during a very challenging window of time, ultimately
exceeding Atari’s expectations.

S
 ecured 500+ pieces of coverage from announcement to post-launch
Reached a potential audience of 10+ Billion
 otable news, interview, and review coverage from Bloomberg, IGN,
N
Forbes, Newsweek, JeuxVideo, WIRED, PC Gamer, TechRadar,
Engadget, and more

“ ...this truly multifunctional hybrid
gaming, entertainment and
computing device is an amazing time
machine to both the past and future. ”
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AN ICONIC PERIPHERAL BRAND HARVESTS PRAISE

MAD CATZ

Ahead of the 2015 holiday season, the newly-revived Mad Catz enlisted our PR
services to launch the Saitek Heavy Equipment Precision Control System
(HEPCS) for the popular Farming Simulator series for Windows PC. We
crafted multi-faceted outreach announcing the HEPCS and leveraged the
improved experience over playing simulation games with mouse and keyboard
only, and bundled the game with the hardware during review seeding. We
supported Mad Catz at one of the largest farming shows in the United States
— as well as several agriculturally focused universities and the national
headquarters of Future Farmers of America (FFA), which led to several
key strategic partnership opportunities. In addition to securing over 21
standalone reviews for the product, we also placed more than 25 combined
Mad Catz, Tritton, and Saitek products across 42 gift guide articles.

Secured 21 standalone product reviews
Secured 42 Holiday Gift Guide list features
 otable review coverage from Polygon, Kotaku, IGN, Ten Ton
N
Hammer, TheDevilDogGamer (YouTube), Vice / Motherboard, Boy’s
Life Magazine, and others

“ Farming Simulator’s $300 Controller Is
About as Hardcore as Gaming Gets ”
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LONG-TERM PR AND INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN FOR PC AND ACCESSORY MAKER

MAINGEAR

Custom PC builder MAINGEAR hired us to help elevate its North American
brand reputation and awareness for its expanding lineup of computer systems,
gaming accessories, and lifestyle merchandise. We assisted with the launch
of the company’s VYBE and RUSH desktop refreshes, ELEMENT and VECTOR
laptops, PRO WS workstation, and MAINGEAR gaming lifestyle products —
FORMA chairs and Classic Backpack.
In addition to securing numerous high-profile exclusive features, leading product
round-up inclusions, and multiple award-winning and “best of” designations, we
also negotiated several top-tier influencer activations (organic and sponsored)
with channels such as Matthew Moniz, Linus Tech Tips, SnazzyLabs, and
randomfrankp.

 ignificantly expanded Maingear’s presence in the media,
S
securing 470+ news stories and 30 positive reviews
R
 eached an audience of roughly 29.6 billion
 otable top-tier coverage from Business Insider, CNET,
N
Engadget, Fox News Radio, Forbes, PC Gamer, Tom’s
Hardware, and Windows Central

“ Maingear has taken their

proven design approach
mobile, collaborated
with chip-giant Intel, and
produced a brand-new
gaming notebook – dubbed
the Element – packed with
some of the most powerful
hardware currently
available.”
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PC MANUFACTURER PIVOTS TO BUILD LIFESAVING EQUIPMENT

MAINGEAR LIV EMERGENCY VENTILATOR
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic and particularly its
devastating impact on nearby New York City, we assisted New
Jersey-based custom PC builder MAINGEAR in announcing that
it was converting half of its capacity to manufacture its portable
emergency ventilators, the MAINGEAR LIV. Early prototypes were
already being used on critical care patients in Europe, with fasttrack FDA approval in progress for the U.S. We worked with The
Verge to break the story and secured over 183 pieces of coverage
within one week, reaching an estimated audience of 17.6 billion.

Secured 183 Pieces of highly favorable coverage
Reached an audience of approximately 17.6 billion
N
 umerous key U.S. outlets covered the story,
including Fox News Radio, Engadget, Gizmodo,
Business Insider, The Verge, Forbes, IEEE
Spectrum, and MSN

“ Maingear is known for building

custom, high-end gaming PCs,
but it’s responding to the novel
coronavirus pandemic in a noble
way by developing ventilators to
help patients who suffer from
COVID-19.”
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BUILDING A PC BUILDER’S BRAND

XOTIC PC

XOTIC PC, an online merchant of gaming PCs, approached us to increase
awareness for its brand. Despite enjoying strong consumer satisfaction ratings
since 1999, XOTIC PC was relatively unknown within gamer circles and struggled
to engage media. Through a co-branded PR and product seeding initiative, we
helped XOTIC PC benefit from editorial coverage for newly released components,
while garnering favorable reviews for the company and its partners. We
significantly expanded press coverage of XOTIC PC by producing consistent
outreach based on the latest available components from partners, as well
as new pre-built PC SKUs offered through the online store. We additionally
contributed to website product copy and established a trade show, influencer,
and press event seeding program that grew their visibility significantly across all
key gaming events.

Secured 110 pieces of coverage and 19 positive product reviews
Notable coverage achieved from NotebookCheck, Tom’s
Hardware, Maximum PC, Gizmodo, Hot Hardware, Top 10
Reviews, PC Mag, Digital Trends, and others
Brokered XOTIC PC trade show systems with Devolver Digital,
3D Realms, Versus Evil, IMGN.PRO, Intel, and more

“ With both the Oculus Rift

and HTC Vive now on the
market, there’s obviously no
better time than the present
to drop a motherload of
VR Ready PCs, and that’s
exactly what gaming
computer maker slash
reseller Xotic PC has opted
to do today.”

ÜBER
STRATEGIST

ESPORTS, GAMING
SERVICES &
PLATFORMS
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LEADING DAILY FANTASY PLATFORM FOR ESPORTS

ALPHADRAFT

AlphaDraft entered the DFS (Daily Fantasy Sports) market for esports in early
2015 with less prominence than its two outspoken primary competitors. The
company approached us to enhance visibility of their services, with the goal of
securing a successful seed round and setting the stage for potential acquisition.
We leveraged key AlphaDraft partnerships with competitive-gaming focused
game studios, esports celebrities, and prominent backers — including former
NBA commissioner David Stern — for top-tier coverage in gaming, lifestyle,
financial, and esports media, including an ESPN print edition cover story. We
positioned AlphaDraft’s CEO as an emerging fantasy esports industry expert and
sought-after panel participant and negotiated several prominent promotional
opportunities, including premium Twitch E3 and PAX West sponsorships.
AlphaDraft quickly gained prestige and was acquired by industry leader FanDuel
during our six-month campaign.

A
 ssisted in a successful $5 million seed round
 ecured 300+ pieces of coverage from launch announcement to WSJS
featured acquisition by FanDuel
 otable top-tier coverage includes Forbes, Fortune, TechCrunch, LA
N
Times, Dot Esports, VentureBeat, ESPN, The Wall Street Journal,
Sports Illustrated, IGN, Fox Sports, and Playboy

“ At AlphaDraft, pro video game

players become stars of
fantasy sports.”
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A CHAMPION-LED ALL-SENIOR ESPORTS TEAM ANNOUNCES ENROLLMENT

THE GOLDEN SNIPERS

Gaming community Original Gamer Life approached us to
raise awareness around its all-senior esports team, the Golden
Snipers, led by championship-winning Abbe “DieHardBirdie”
Borg. Our objective was to re-introduce the team to the media,
as well as communicate the team’s open enrollment period
as they began the search for more highly skilled “golden age”
professional gamers. Through a series of press releases and
high-profile media interviews, we secured international interest
with major esports and entertainment publications such as USA
Today’s “For the Win” sports column and ClutchPoints.

R
 eached a global audience with over 7 billion impressions
 ecured over 160 pieces of coverage from news to
S
interview features
 dditional coverage placed with notable outlets
A
ScreenRant, Clutch Points, Computer Bild, and others

“ 79-year-old Abbe

‘DieHardBirdie’ Borg is back
from retirement, and he wants
you to be part of his pro team,
the Golden Snipers.”
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LEADING VARSITY-LEVEL ESPORTS ORGANIZATION

HIGH SCHOOL ESPORTS LEAGUE (HSEL)

High School Esports League (HSEL), the largest North American competitive
gaming organization for high school students, approached us to boost their
brand awareness and differentiate them from emerging competitors. This was a
multifaceted challenge because of mainstream press’ general lack of familiarity
with esports and limited media interest in varsity-level (amateur) esports.
We crafted messaging to promote HSEL’s initiatives to support students with
scholarships and career opportunities and announced key partnerships with
major brands such as Microsoft, Zaxby’s, etc. We secured multiple exclusives
and interviews with the Associated Press, FOX Sports, The Hollywood
Reporter, and VentureBeat.

Secured 500+ pieces of global coverage
Reached an audience in excess of 27 billion
 ver 100 top-tier outlets, including Yahoo! Sports,
O
ESPN, The Washington Post, Forbes, SFGate, and The
Hollywood Reporter covered HSEL

“ [High School Esports League’s]

mission is to bring esports to all
schools and elevate the activity
to the level of traditional varsity
sports.”
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BRAND BUILDING FOR METAVERSE-CENTRIC SOCIAL AUDIO TECHNOLOGY

VOICEMOD

Voicemod hired ÜberStrategist to support its B2C PR efforts and execute
high-level brand building activities to establish its authoritative voice in the
audio technology space, particularly within conversations about the metaverse
and real-time social audio. Through our use of a mix of consumer-focused
news placements, B2B outreach initiatives, and earned features, Voicemod
was featured on a breadth of high-profile gaming, tech, and mainstream news
publications and podcasts, putting it in front of millions of potential users,
and helping them sign up 9 million new users. Our collaborative brandbuilding activities also included value proposition drafting, curating C-Suite
biographies, and identifying high-value speaking opportunities.

Secured 240+ pieces of global coverage
Reached an audience in excess of 34 billion
 ver 100 top-tier outlets including AP News, TechCrunch,
O
IGN, and VentureBeat

“ Many famous streamers use

Voicemod to change their
voice to add comedic effects
or simply to enhance the
quality of their microphone.”
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VOICE AND VISUAL CLIP CREATION APP FOR SOCIAL MEDIA

VOICEMOD CLIPS

Already regarded as the #1 PC-based voice modulation and “sonic identity”
tool, Voicemod hired us for a quick-start campaign to support the launch
of their free mobile app Voicemod Clips and to promote a content creation
contest in partnership with iconic hip-hop talent T-Pain. Voicemod Clips,
unlike the company’s PC app, targets mobile apps like Instagram, TikTok,
Snapchat, Facebook, and WhatsApp, allowing their users to easily create and
share custom video and audio clips.

B
 roke the news about the app launch with The
Verge and secured 66 pieces of coverage within
one week across mobile-centric, lifestyle, tech, and
gaming outlets
 otable top-tier coverage included MSN, Mental
N
Floss, WCCFTech, Xataka, iPhone Hacks, and
Lifehacker
 ignificantly expanded Voicemod’s media presence
S
as a thought-leader in the “sonic identity” space,
reaching an audience of over 1.3 billion

“ Sound Like Darth Vader, T-Pain

and More With the Voicemod App for
iOS and Android ”
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LAUNCH OF CHARITABLE PLATFORM THAT GAMIFIES GOOD DEEDS

LEYLINE
Newly formed nonprofit platform Leyline seeks to solve local and
global challenges by incentivizing gamers to do good deeds. They
approached us to announce their platform and promote their
GoFundMe campaign, all with the goals of securing additional
partnerships and attaining global visibility.
Although we worked under a compressed four-week timeline at
year-end, we secure numerous exclusives, executive interviews, and
feature story placements with 21 top-tier media outlets as part of
our campaign.

Secured 56 pieces of coverage
R
 eached an audience of more than 15.5 Billion
 otable coverage included Yahoo! Entertainment,
N
VentureBeat, GamesIndustry.biz, Destructoid,
JeuxVideo, The Gamer, The Esports Observer,
and PocketGamer

“ Leyline gamifies charity.”
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DESKTOP-AS-A-SERVICE PIONEER

LIQUIDSKY
Innovative cloud-gaming platform LiquidSky hired us to launch out of
stealth mode and begin a dual B2B and B2C marketing campaign. LiquidSky
differentiated itself from predecessors such as OnLive by offering a Desktopas-a-Service platform — predating today’s dominant cloud platforms. By
leveraging the platform’s unique strength of requiring zero proprietary
hardware and quickly growing user base, as well as offering hands-on
opportunities, we helped legitimize LiquidSky in the eyes of the consumer
press. Shortly after launch, LiquidSky closed its seed round with $4 million
in funding from Samsung Next Ventures, Sun Microsystems co-founder
Scott McNealy, and former AOL Time Warner executive Bill Raduchel. It
grew to serve millions of users and was ultimately acquired by Walmart.

Reached a potential audience of over 600 million
O
 ver 200 pieces of coverage tracked
 ecured notable coverage with Time Magazine,
S
Fortune, Yahoo Finance, Venture Beat, PC Gamer,
IGN, Engadget, AListDaily, Huffington Post

“ LiquidSky wants to use the cloud to
rethink everything about gaming.”

ÜBER
STRATEGIST

EVENTS
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TRADE SHOWS CELEBRATING COMIC BOOK FANDOM

LONG BEACH COMIC CON AND COMIC EXPO

Since 2008, MAD Events Management has brought comic fans and
creators together for an industry celebration with their annual Long Beach
Comic-Con (LBCC) and Comic Expo (LBCE).
We expanded outreach beyond prior local media focus, offering news about
the expos and attending guests, panels, and events – including STEMfocused NASA exhibits, actor and comic book royalty appearances, cosplay
contests, and the Dwayne McDuffy Award for Diversity in Comics – to local,
national, and global outlets. Our efforts across four conventions achieved
coverage in comic, film/television, pop culture, and mainstream outlets. We
also streamlined press credentialing and provided on-site support.

S
 upported 4 events on-site with press credentialing,
media badge issuance, as well as interview and photo
opportunity coordination
 chieved notable coverage from ComicBook,
A
Newsarama, Bleeding Cool, Long Beach Post, The
Orange County Register, LA Weekly, and KTLA
Reached an audience of approximately 300 Million

“ Long Beach Comic Con… will take over

the Long Beach Convention Center…
to house some of the amazing talents
— from writers, artists, illustrators,
publishers, cosplayers, and screen stars
— behind your favorite comic books, TV
shows, and films.”
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MOBILE GAME CUSTOM COMMUNITY EVENT

LORDS MOBILE

Mobile games publisher IGG approached us to produce a US-based community
event as part of their global third-anniversary celebration of their highly popular
Lords Mobile. We brainstormed and suggested three creative game-themed
activation options. Ultimately, the client settled on an upscale Downtown Los
Angeles nightclub that would accommodate 100+ enthusiastic Lords Mobile fans.
We secured and staffed the venue, procured all game-themed decorations,
organized fully branded catering and specialty drinks, coordinated a live
broadcast mini-tournament, and activity stations: a 3D live GIF photo booth, an
indoor archery range, and three party-game stations. We hired popular comedian
Jeff Leach to MC the event, with Herman Li of the world-renowned rock band
DragonForce performing a live private concert that incorporated the game’s
soundtrack. Lords Mobile character cosplayers and plenty of game-themed
swag tied to on-site social media activity rounded out the memorable evening.

Offered multiple creative concepts and executed client’s favorite themed variant
Delivered and fully staffed a turn-key custom event for 100+ hardcore fans and influencers
Amplified impact through creative activities, celebrity hosts, and incentivized social media amplification
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EXPERIENTIAL LAUNCH EVENT WITH REAL TANKS!

WORLD OF TANKS: MERCENARIES LAUNCH EVENTS

Wargaming approached UberStrategist in December 2017 to discuss PR
support in North America for their massively popular game — World of
Tanks (Console). We supported ongoing outreach for content updates and
player milestones, business development and marketing strategy, as well
as launch activities for the game’s expansion/rebrand, Mercenaries.
We executed two major experiential pre-launch events in major cities,
which preceded Mercenaries’ 2018 launch. We scouted event locations,
developed an attendee itinerary featuring gameplay preview/interview
sessions, devised a variety of thematic activities, and coordinated travel for
press and influencers.

E
 vents featured a combined attendance of 24 press
and influencers
 ecured top-tier press such as Digital Trends, Paste
S
Magazine, Shacknews, Hot97, Bleeding Cool, The
Chive, and ComicBook
Secured roughly 410 million campaign impressions

“ World of Tanks Mercenaries

Breathes New Life into
Wargaming’s Tank Battler”

ÜBER
STRATEGIST

INFLUENCER
CAMPAIGNS
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CTHULHU MYTHOS MEETS WWII RPG ADVENTURE INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN

ACHTUNG! CTHULHU 2D20
Modiphius Entertainment approached us to execute an
organic influencer campaign for its all-new WWII-themed
Achtung! Cthulhu 2d20 role-playing game. Our objective was
to find a handful of highly-engaged micro and mid-tier
YouTubers and Twitch content creators who actively produce
“Actual Play” and review content for RPGs to send physical
copies of the DM and Player’s Guide.

Total Estimated Impressions: 55,000+
T
 otal Hours Streamed on Twitch: 16
Total Minutes Watched on Twitch: 230,100

“ When it comes to WWII and Cthulhu mythos,

this game fills out that niche completely…the
artwork, layout, writing and chapter organization
is absolutely spot on and first-class.”

DAVE THAUMAVORE
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GACHA MOBILE TITLE CELEBRATES ONE YEAR WITH VTUBER CHALLENGE

ALCHEMY STARS – ANNIVERSARY UPDATE
Well known Chinese publisher, Tencent’s Level
Infinite label, asked us to find highly-engaged
Vtuber creators on Twitch to compete against
one another in an in-game challenge. Paired up
against each other, creators battled it out to become
victorious. Those who succeeded were rewarded
with in-game currency for their audience members.

Total Estimated Impressions: 5,044,056
T
 otal VoD Views: 315,785
Total Minutes Watched on Twitch: 16,374,960

“ This is so fun, is there a creator
program? If not, there should be! ”

LUNARIVALKYRIE
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SPONSORED INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN FOR A RETRO RETURN

BLADE OF DARKNESS

Publisher SNEG Ltd. came to us for assistance with a small
pre-launch and launch campaign for their upcoming launch
of Blade of Darkness, a genre-defining retro title, which they
were bringing to modern platforms. As part of our outreach,
influencers streamed a short game teaser on Steam during the
Steam Next Fest, and showcased the full game on launch day
on their Twitch channels.

T
 otal estimated impressions: 9,130
Total minutes watched on twitch: 54,500
Pieces of content created: 16

“ I love that this is a KBM!”

ÜBER
STRATEGIST
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SUCCESSFUL INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN FOR NEW MOBILE FANTASY MMORTS

CALL OF DRAGONS – PRE-REGISTRATION
Renowned Chinese publisher, Lilith Games, asked us to find
highly engaged strategy and mobile creators for a low-cost
activation. Participating influencers created one dedicated
video on YouTube to showcase the title before anyone else.
The purpose of this small campaign was to raise awareness
around the pre-registration phase of the title, ahead of its
actual release date.

Total Estimated Impressions: 55,000+
T
 otal Likes 1,480
Total Engagement: 3%

“ I thought the game was good, and

the gameplay was engaging.
Simple and satisfying.”

DOWN TO TOP
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SPONSORED CONTENT CREATOR CAMPAIGN FOR MMO EXPANSION

DRAKENSANG: ONLINE - DARK LEGACY EXPANSION

Bigpoint Games sought to drive awareness and additional players
within the German market towards their newest expansion, Dark
Legacy, for PC MMO Drakensang: Online. Launched on December
3, 2020, our goal was to identify key Germany-based influencers
that enjoyed competing titles like World of Warcraft. Over the
holidays, we worked with four mid-tier influencers to showcase
Drakensang: Online via Twitch live-streams. With only a modest
budget and a very tight deadline we managed to get this campaign
live in less than a week with great results.

7
 70,000+ Impressions across Twitch, Twitter
and Instagram
M
 ore than 175,000 Twitch live views
O
 ver 1,000 clicks to the Drakensang website

“ This was fun and my community
enjoyed it too...”

DHALUCARD

ÜBER
STRATEGIST
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SPONSORED BOARD GAME INFLUENCER ACTIVATION

ELDER SCROLLS V: SKYRIM - THE ADVENTURE GAME

We executed a sponsored campaign to drive more awareness
to Modiphius’ upcoming board game release, Elder Scrolls V:
Skyrim - The Adventure Game, which had recently launched
a crowdfunding campaign via Gamefound. Along with building
awareness for the game, we also wanted to drive more people to the
Gamefound page to pre-purchase the game. CEO and founder of
Modphius, Chris Birch, joined several influencers on their streams
to give them a demo of the upcoming release and experience it for
themselves, with their audience.

T
 otal Estimated Impressions: 624,910
Total Hours Streamed on Twitch: 21+
Total Minutes Watched on Twitch: 230,100

“ I don’t usually take on sponsorships,

but this was really worth it. I love all
the aspects of the game.”
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SPONSORED & ORGANIC INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN FOR A SOULSLIKE

ELDEST SOULS

Publisher United Label released their Indie soulslike PC game,
Eldest Souls, in July, 2021, and they hired us to support the game’s
launch with targeted influencer outreach. We sourced content
creators who had a high interest in similar titles, such as Dark
Souls, to try out two different pre-release builds, and stream the
full game at launch. Overall, this was a very successful campaign,
which secured nearly five million impressions for the social
outreach, and more than 458,000 views on YouTube.

T
 otal Estimated Impressions: 4,900,000+
Total YouTube Views: 458,000
Total Hours Streamed: 269+

“ I had a great time with this ”

NORTHERNLION

ÜBER
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SPONSORED INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN FOR 1.0 LAUNCH

ENDZONE – A WORLD APART

Award-winning survival city-builder, Endzone – A World Apart
was exiting Steam Early Access in March 2021, and publisher
Assemble Entertainment hired us to make a big splash for the
title’s release. Our main goal was to spread awareness and have
as many mid- and top-tier content creators playing the game as
possible. We worked with creators on platforms such as Twitch
and YouTube, engaging with 26 influencers who streamed
the game. Five creators went on to make multiple pieces of
additional organic (unpaid) content after the campaign was over.

“ Endzone – A World Apart is really
5
 00,000+ impressions
2
 6 influencers activated
8,000+ viewers on the Endzone - A World
Apart Twitch Game Category on launch day

damn good and shockingly cheap!
Sponsored, but in love ”
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AN INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN THAT CONQUERED THE MOUNTAINS

INSURMOUNTABLE

We proposed an influencer campaign with a competitive twist
to promote ByteRockers Games’ launch of their thrilling
mountaineering title Insurmountable on Steam. Participating
influencers were tasked with getting the highest score out of
everyone on the campaign. As an added bonus, the influencers
challenged their communities to beat their high score to win a
Steam gift voucher. As a result of our outreach, we secured more
than 32 hours of streaming content for Insurmountable, and saw
more than 30 pieces of content created by influencers for the game.

T
 otal estimated impressions: 151,869
Total hours streamed: 32
Pieces of content created: 30

“ I wouldn’t mind playing

through this again! ”

Arkcard
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ORGANIC INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN FOR AN UPCOMING TABLETOP RPG

MAGNETIC PRESS PLAY - CARBON GREY

Tabletop games publisher, Magnetic Press Play, planned a
kickstarter for their newest TTRPG title, Carbon Grey and they
wanted our help to spread awareness around it. We were tasked
with securing influencers to showcase the Carbon Grey quickstart
game guide, with some influencers going the extra mile and
painting miniatures from the game itself! The campaign, while of a
very limited duration, was very successful, and our content creator
outreach brought in more than 140,000 impressions for the game,
leading to its successful crowdfunding launch.

T
 otal estimated impressions: 140,000+
Total minutes watched on twitch: 70,905
Pieces of content created: 15

“ This is a really cool looking TTRPG ”
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FAMILY-FRIENDLY SWITCH TITLE INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN

NINJALA

GungHo Online Entertainment sought to drive players to their
colorful and humorous F2P Nintendo Switch title, Ninjala. They
sought to highlight the game’s high-energy multiplayer experience,
where gamers assume the role of a modern-day ninja in
cooperative and competitive cartoon-inspired combat. We identified
family-friendly YouTube content creators and delivered a clientpleasing and effective sponsored campaign by partnering with
Mr.Fruit, Daithi De Nogla, Moo, and acclaimed teen brother-sister
team Gamergirl and RonaldOMG.

Over 600,000 YouTube views
O
 ver 1.3 Million impressions
across YouTube and Twitter

“ Have fun with Ninjala like I did! ”

DAITHI DE NOGLA

ÜBER
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INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN FOR MASSIVE RTS’ NEWEST UPDATE

RISE OF KINGDOMS
Chinese publisher, Lilith Games, tasked us to execute
a YouTube-based influencer campaign to promote
their game’s latest update. The update brought a new
playable faction to the already huge mobile title for
players to enjoy. For our campaign, we selected highly
engaged non-endemic gaming creators that had an
eye for Egyptian culture and strategic gaming.

Total Estimated Impressions: 11,848,543
T
 otal Estimated Video Views: 2,181,041
Estimated Campaign CPM: $3

“ Rise of Kingdoms is a cross-play strategy

game that has exceeded over 100 million
players. Meaning that you’ll never be short
of glorious thousand player battles.”

KEVDUIT
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SPONSORED INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN FOR FPS LAUNCH

SNIPER GHOST WARRIOR CONTRACTS 2

CI Games’ single-player FPS title, Sniper Ghost Warrior
Contracts 2, was released in June 2021, CI Games engaged
us to support the game’s launch. Our main goal was to source
as many sponsored influencers as possible, while providing
additional influencer support organically. Our campaign was a
complete success, securing more than 8 million impressions
and more than 72 hours streamed via influencers.

Total estimated impressions: 8,100,000
T
 otal YouTube views: 844,000
Total hours streamed: 72

“ They’ve made a fantastic game, and
I’m thoroughly enjoying it so far.”
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SPONSORED INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN

SPELLPUNK VR

Incineration Productions sought to drive additional players to their
Early Access title, SpellPunk VR, to showcase a thriving multiplayer
experience and hired us to assist with a modest sponsored influencer
campaign. Our goal was to identify key VR influencers that often
created content with one another across YouTube and Twitch. We
worked with seven mid-tier influencers to showcase the multiplayer
experience and coordinated with them to run a SpellPunk VR
key giveaway with their communities. Even with a small budget,
Incineration Productions were blown away by our results.

Over 176,600 YouTube Views
O
 ver 167,400 Impressions
1
 ,600 average views on Twitch

“ SpellPunk is actually a lot of fun.”
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ORGANIC “CHAMPIONS” CAMPAIGN FOR A NEW MMO

SWORDS OF LEGENDS ONLINE

Ahead of the official launch of their AAA-quality massively
multiplayer role-playing game, Swords of Legends Online,
Gameforge tasked us to amplify the title through an organic
influencer “championship” program. We engaged with Twitch
and YouTube content creators who were fans of similar games,
inviting them to join our influencer-only Discord channel and
create content based on SOLO throughout its pre-launch cycle.
The influencers created both video and social content based on
the game, crafting and sharing more than 140 pieces of content.

“ I’m enjoying this game, I really
Total estimated impressions: 2,800,000
T
 otal pieces of content created: 144
Total hours streamed: 334

am. I like it a lot, I think it’s going
to be a great MMO.”
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ORGANIC INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN

SURGEON SIMULATOR 2

Ahead of the official launch of their tongue-in-cheek Surgeon
Simulator 2, Bossa Studios hired us to amplify their pre-release
organic influencer outreach. Our goal was to identify the most
engaged content creators across Twitch and YouTube that we would
then work with through post-launch. Based on our results, Bossa
retained us to manage their entire influencer outreach for the title,
including their pre-existing in-house champions program.

57 pieces of content created for Twitch and YouTube
O
 ver 90 hours of content streamed on Twitch
1
 1,825 average views on Twitch

“ We actually started recording it

about 10 minutes after you sent
us the codes.”
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ORGANIC INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN VIA “I DARE YOU” CAMPAIGN

SURGEON SIMULATOR 2

To promote the Steam launch of Surgeon Simulator 2, a zany
and hilarious physics-based game, we approached Bossa
Studios with an idea of promoting the game using the Daredrop
platform. We tasked influencers to use Daredrop to complete ingame dares and challenges on their streams for fun and prizes!
This was a short collaboration campaign that drove significant
awareness to the Surgeon Simulator 2 Steam page.

Total hours streamed: 226
T
 otal dares completed: 103
Pieces of content created: 58

“ This game is hilarious”

ÜBER
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SPONSORED & ORGANIC INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN FOR AN EPIC RPG-SOULSLIKE

TAILS OF IRON
Tails of Iron was another hit title for publisher United Label,
which they released in September 2021. Appreciating the
influencer successes they enjoyed with our prior campaign for
Eldest Souls, they engaged us for content creator support. We
were tasked with securing influencers to showcase early game
builds, to tease their audience with pre-release videos, and then
fully show off the game on its launch day.

Total Estimated Impressions: 7,800,000+
Total YouTube Views: 1,178,000
Pieces of Content Created: 94

“ I really enjoyed this game. It’s hard

to explain, the fighting feels good.
It’s tough, but fair.”

RELYEA
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SPONSORED INFLUENCER CAMPAIGN FOR A NEW SWITCH TITLE

WONDER BOY: ASHA IN MONSTER WORLD

We were engaged to bring more awareness to the Switch
launch of side-scrolling action game Wonder Boy: Asha in
Monster World, and so we focused on Nintendo super-fans
among the influencer community. We engaged both Twitch and
YouTube influencers to make this happen, with these content
creators generating more than 35,000 views on Twitch, and
generating 24 pieces of video content.

T
 otal Estimated Impressions: 302,072
Total Live Views on Twitch: 35,474
Pieces of Content Created: 24

“ That was all really cool, I’m probably
going to keep playing this offline. ”

ÜBER
STRATEGIST

SOCIAL MEDIA &
COMMUNITY
MANAGEMENT
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SOCIAL MEDIA AND COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT FOR A GAMES INDUSTRY ICON

ATARI

Atari engaged us to fully manage its social media accounts for its brand presence on Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram, including integrated amplification of its hardware devices and wearables, its roster of popular games,
and its Atari Token blockchain projects.
Faced with a community that had been left largely unmoderated, our goal was to elevate consumer sentiment toward
Atari through regular, relevant, and engaging content supported by consistent, positive community interactions.
Our tactics involved curating content focused on game and product announcements, launches, and updates. We
shared tradeshow appearances, brand trivia, giveaways, and other ways for fans to engage directly with Atari.
Ultimately, we helped dramatically enhance the community’s perception of Atari, along with bolstering
relationships with strategic partners and investors.

KEY ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
 ctively managed Facebook Business customer support by moderating and engaging with more than 2,000
A
messages, comments, and replies per week
Grew Atari’s primary Instagram audience by over 52,000 followers and its Twitter following by more than 26,000
 ur community management efforts dramatically cleaned up all platforms, ridding them almost entirely of
O
spam content, bots, trolls, and misinformation
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ORGANIC SOCIAL MEDIA LAUNCH SUPPORT FOR MEGA-BRAND CLASSIC ARCADE GAME

ATARI — CENTIPEDE: RECHARGED

Atari tasked us to create and execute a brief social media campaign for the
newest game in the long-standing, and much loved, Centipede franchise —
Centiped Recharged, which was released on PC and console.
For the campaign, we crafted 22 pieces of social content that focused on the
original game, and the new features the Recharged version introduced. As
part of the campaign, we coordinated a cross-promotion with PC manufacturer
Alienware, who hosted a special giveaway that increased buzz around
Centipede Recharged.

COMBINED TOTAL:

Estimated Organic Reach: 82,653
Total Organic Impressions (Twitter): 428,138
Clickthrough on Links: 913

ÜBER
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BLOCKCHAIN &
CRYPTO
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A METAVERSE PIONEER

8 CIRCUIT STUDIOS
In 2018, 8 Circuit Studios enlisted UberStrategist to promote its ambitious and
trailblazing ecosystem that married blockchain technology and gaming to sow
the seeds of the Metaverse. We put the founders of the studio front and center,
highlighting their past experience in technology well-known video games. We
developed an unfolding PR narrative for the studio, which promoted individual
gaming projects, technology partnerships, and the overarching 8 Circuit
Metaverse. Press were very receptive to 8 Circuit Studios’ blockchain-based
projects and noted the potential for the technology.

S
 ecured 166 pieces of coverage
 eached an potential audience of over 450
R
million
 eceived notable coverage from MSN, Forbes,
R
Venture Beat, Blockchain Gamer, Massively OP,
Hackernoon, and Bitcoin Exchange Guide.

“ 8 Circuit Studios wants to build the
foundation for eliminating the barriers
between game worlds, while also creating
a platform to make entry easy for both
gamers and developers. ”
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LAUNCH OF A NEW MULTIVERSE HUB AND AN NFT DROP WITH A BEST-SELLING MUSICIAN

ALPHAVERSE
Developer Crypto Blockchain Industries, Inc (CBI), led by former Atari
CEO Fred Chesnais, asked us to promote the unveiling of its Metaverse
hub project, AlphaVerse. To kick off the project, CBI worked with music
industry superstar David Guetta and his charity, United at Home, on
a music-focused NFT drop that would feature concert clips, Medallion
Coins, and land parcels within the AlphaVerse. To support the launch,
UberStrategist reached out to key media in the Blockchain and music
spaces, offering the news and interviews. Despite the challenges faced
in educating the media of this technology, our outreach secured more
than 60 news stories, with 11 of them on top-tier outlets.

S
 ecured 61 pieces of global news coverage
Reached an potential audience in excess of 78 million
 eceived notable coverage from Tom’s Hardware,
R
Euronext, Business Tech, Reuters, and more

“ Crypto Blockchain Industries said the
sale of the NFTs had raised more than
$250,000 for United At Home, a charitable
organization co-founded by Guetta. ”
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HSBC BECOMES THE FIRST FINANCIAL SERVICE PROVIDER IN THE METAVERSE

THE SANDBOX
Metaverse pioneers, The Sandbox, tasked UberStrategist with the
promotion of its HSBC partnership announcement. Having already
handled the first NFT drop for Snoop Dogg, we were well-positioned to
expand this announcement into mainstream media. In preparation for
the activity, UberStrategist pitched key publications across technology
and blockchain innovation sectors specifically to secure coverage in the
United Kingdom. With a focus on news-agenda-leading publications, our
outreach secured more than 75 news stories, 13 of those with top-tier
outlets.

S
 ecured 78 pieces of global news coverage
 eached an potential audience in excess of 903
R
million
 eceived notable coverage from Yahoo News,
R
Bloomberg, Hypebeast, FX Empire, and more

“ [HSBC’s] partnership with the Sandbox
will allow the bank ‘to create innovative
brand experiences for new and existing
customers. ”

ÜBER
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